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How and why is DER wholesale market coordination
changing?
Global perspectives

FERC Order 2222 (U.S.)

Lessons from New York

Emerging participation models in Ontario
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What has DER coordination historically looked like?
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FERC Order 2222 removes
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Why might this change?
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Ontario

United Kingdom

Australia

ICF developed a T-D Interoperability
Framework for the IESO under its
Innovation and Sector Evolution White
Paper Series, as well as explored market
implications of DER under the OEB’s DER
Impact Study

Significant work done on T-D
coordination, DSO evolution, and
defining distribution grid services

Similar work as the UK and developed a
detailed set of specifications for a
potential shared (i.e., TSO-DSOAggregator) market and operational
coordination platform

California

New York

Other U.S. ISOs/RTOs

Despite having the first FERC-approved
DER aggregation participation model
(DERP), barriers associated with its
design has resulted in no aggregations
participating to date

NYISO developed only the second DER
aggregation participation model that
FERC has approved, and which
ultimately informed the bounds of Order
2222

Tariff filings and discussions in advance
of them are happening right now with
SPP, MISO, PJM, etc.

Early conversations & experiments, but few tangible results yet
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• Order 2222 issued on September 17, 2020 (here; Docket
No. RM18-9-000)
- Two-page fact sheet from FERC here

• Requires that ISOs/RTOs allow DERs to provide wholesale
services that they are technically capable of providing
through an aggregation of resources
• Tariff revisions due within 270 days and each ISO/RTO
must propose a reasonable implementation date
- Most ISOs/RTOs requested and were granted extensions

• Order 2222B was issued on June 17, 2021 (here; Docket
No. RM18-9-003), revising rules on demand response
aggregations

FERC definitions
DER: Any resource located on the
distribution system, any subsystem
thereof or behind a customer meter;
ISOs/RTOs can also propose their
own definitions, so long as they are
consistent with FERC’s definitional
intent
Aggregator: The entity that
aggregates one or more distributed
energy resources for purposes of
participation in the capacity, energy,
and/or ancillary service markets of
the ISOs/RTOs

FERC Order 2222
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Lessons from an early mover
Since 2016, ICF has provided technical,
regulatory, and stakeholder support to the
Joint Utilities of New York — a consortium
of the state’s six investor-owned utilities
— on implementation efforts to enable
DER aggregation participation in NYISO’s
wholesale market

Notable accomplishments
• Developed a communications and coordination manual to define operational
coordination processes between the utility, Aggregator/DER, and NYISO (bottom left)
• Developed a Distributed System Platform (DSP)-Aggregator Agreement to define
Aggregator requirements in order to have aggregations participate in the NYISO’s
market (bottom right)
• Supported NYISO’s development of the second DER aggregation participation model
that FERC has approved (after CA), and which ultimately informed Order 2222
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Observability

Scalability

Cybersecurity

The level of operational visibility of the
distribution network and DERs to
support reliable grid management

Ability for processes and technologies to
function effectively with very large DER
quantities

Role of industry structure in increasing
or decreasing cyber vulnerability from
information and data exchanges

Tier bypassing

Hidden coupling

Latency

Information flows or instructions (e.g.,
dispatch) that skip a tier of the physical
power system hierarchy

Two or more entities controlling the
same resource while having incomplete
views of the grid state and operating
without effective coordination

Potential for excessive information flow
latencies due to cascading nature of
systems and entities data must flow
through

Lessons learned: potential impacts to system reliability
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Source: IESO Innovation and Sector
Evolution White Paper Series:
Exploring Expanded DER Participation
in the IESO-Administered Markets;
Part 1 – Conceptual Models for DER
Participation

Existing & potential DER participation models in Ontario
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jake.berlin@icf.com
401-261-7297
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1: DERs as a critical system resource

(fixed)
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VDER Value
Stack
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Utility
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2: DERs provide system value, but more limited uptake

RFP-based
NWA

3: Significant DER uptake, but limited system benefits
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Demand
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TOU
rates
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Spot
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4: Limited DER adoption and system benefits

High
Value potential for utility,
system operator

*Circle size depicts level of complexity associated with each market mechanism

How do market mechanisms drive possible outcomes?
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Min, max
sizes

• One size does not necessarily fit all –
significant deference given to each ISO/RTO

Operational
coordination

Locational
requirements

• There are more questions than answers
• Distribution utilities will play an important
role in enabling DER wholesale participation
• Overwhelming majority of DER
interconnections will remain state
jurisdictional, reversing prior precedent

Order
2222

Doublecounting

Metering,
telemetry

Info/datasharing

Regulatory
oversight

FERC Order 2222: key takeaways
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Feb 2018

Jun 2016
FERC approves CAISO
Distributed Energy
Resource Provider (DERP)
participation model

2016

FERC issued Order 841 requiring each
ISO/RTO to develop a participation model
for energy storage resources; broke out
DER aggregations to further assess how to
best approach their participation

2017

2019

2018

Jan 2020

Jul 2021

FERC approves NYISO
DER aggregation
participation model

ISO/RTO tariff revisions due
to FERC, including proposed
implementation date

2020

2021

Nov 2016

Apr 2018

Sep 2020

FERC issued a notice of
proposed rulemaking (NOPR) for
energy storage and DER
aggregations

FERC technical conference to
explore key topics related to DER
aggregation wholesale
participation

FERC issued Order 2222 requiring
each ISO/RTO to develop a
participation model for DER
aggregations

How did we get here?
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